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Mission statement:  
Seaton House provides children with a thorough educational 

grounding in a happy, caring, stimulating and disciplined 

environment.  Individual pupils are encouraged to fulfil their 

academic, artistic, physical and social potential.  Children progress 

to their next school confident, considerate and aware of their own 

worth.  
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Staff Contacts  
  

Form Teachers and subject teachers should be the parent’s first point of contact to arrange a meeting, 

address concerns or queries.     
  

Please email the office and copy in the form teacher if 

your daughter will be absent or has an appointment.    
  
  

Form  

Teacher  

Mrs Smith   msmith@seatonhouse.sutton.sch.uk     

Science / 

ICT  

Mrs  

Brooks  

hbrooks@seatonhouse.sutton.sch.uk   

P.E.  Mrs  

Mannooch  

vmannooch@seatonhouse.sutton.sch.uk   

Deputy 

Head   

Mrs Wilson  deputy@seatonhouse.sutton.sch.uk   

Head  Mrs  

Darvill  

head@seatonhouse.sutton.sch.uk   

Chair of 

Governors  

Mrs Judith 

Evans  

office@seatonhouse.sutton.sch.uk   

Office  Mrs 

Hedgeland/ 

Mrs  

Stubley /  

Miss Tovey  

office@seatonhouse.sutton.sch.uk   
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WELCOME TO FORM II  
  
Next term your daughter will be moving into Form II, her 

final year in Junior House!  
  

The new term starts on Wednesday 4th September 

2019 and the school hours for the girls in Form II are 

8.40am – 3.30pm.  
  

  

 Form Teacher    Mrs Michelle Smith  

  

Teaching Assistants                   Mrs Lesley-Anne Hill  

         Mrs Laura Fairweather  

         Miss Lucy Parker  

         Mrs Julie Budgett    
              

  

In form II, we continue to use the front door each 

morning, which will be open between 8:30am – 8:40am. 

If your daughter has a packed lunch she will need to put 

it onto the correct shelf on the lunch trolley as she comes 

into school.  Once in the classroom, the girls will unpack 

their book bags.  Each morning, girls will either choose a 

book from the class library to read independently or complete a ‘busy job’.  This ‘busy job’ will consist of an 
activity based on Maths, English or Topic work.  
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If you would like to pass a message onto Mrs Smith, either 

write it in the reading record book or talk to a 

member of staff on the gate in the morning.  

Mrs Smith may also be emailed  on  

msmith@seatonhouse.sutton.sch.uk. 

Could we please request that if anybody 

different is collecting your daughter that you write 

it in the reading record book on the day.  

  
  
  

EQUIPMENT  
All girls in Junior House will be provided with any 

equipment and resources necessary for their learning. 

Please could we advise that the girls do not bring in their 

own pencil cases.  
  

   

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  

mailto:msmith@seatonhouse.sutton.sch.uk
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THE CURRICULUM  
Your daughter will be following the National Curriculum 

for Key Stage One.  Every day will have timetabled slots 

for English and Maths lessons, usually of around an hour’s duration each.  Science will be taught as a separate 
subject as will the Humanities subjects (History, 

Geography and Religious Studies).  The girls are also 

taught Personal, Social, Emotional, Economic and Health 

education with a focus on developing their own and other’s well-being.  
  

                  

ENGLISH  

English is usually taught through the use of high quality 

texts.  This provides the girls with plenty of 

opportunities to be exposed to different genres, 

consolidate comprehension and inference skills and 

provide them with a range of opportunities to write for 

different purposes.  Girls will engage in partner and 

group work, speaking and listening activities and 

opportunities for role-play and drama.  Throughout the 

year, your daughter will produce poems, letters, 

instructions, stories and diary entries.  She will also 

have a weekly Punctuation and Grammar lesson.  She 

will then then be encouraged to apply her 

understanding of the concept covered within other 

English lessons.  Your daughter will also have dedicated 

spelling and handwriting lessons.   
  

  

READING  

The girls will read once a week with Mrs Smith and at 

least once a week with another member of staff.  They 
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will also participate in class reading sessions in which 

they will be given the opportunity to read aloud.  
  

Reading books will be sent home 4 or 5 times a week and 

a piece of comprehension work will be sent home once a 

week.  Please feel free to make any comments about your daughter’s progress, unknown vocabulary etc. in the 
reading record book.  You are encouraged to spend some 

time asking your daughter about what she has read.  

Predicting what might happen next, 

showing that she has understood a 

particular word, phrase or sentence 

are all vital aspects of extending 

reading comprehension.    
  

Please sign the Reading Record 

book each evening.    

  

  

  

MATHEMATICS  

The girls are given plenty of practical opportunities to 

explore mathematical concepts throughout the year.  

They will develop confidence in using a range of 

strategies, including pictorial representations, written 

methods and mental calculations.  There will be an 

emphasis on problem solving which gives the girls an 

opportunity to apply their understanding within 

different contexts.  
  

There are several ways in which you can help your 

daughter strengthen her mathematical understanding:  

• Learning number bonds to 10 so that they can be recalled at speed, without having to ‘work them 
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out’.  Once this has been achieved, go on to 
number bonds to 20 and 100.  

• Learning multiplication tables (2x, 5x and 10x and 

then extending to 3x)  

• Halving and doubling numbers, mentally.  

• Understanding money:  please allow your 

daughter to pay for goods in shops so that she 

becomes accustomed to handling coins and notes 

of different values.  If the price is less than £1, 

encourage her to work out the change expected if 

you pay with a £1 coin.  

• Practise simple addition, subtraction, multiplication and division in ‘real life’ situations.  
• Telling the time to 5 minute intervals.  

  

Please feel free to ask Mrs Smith about appropriate ways 

of supporting your daughter with her understanding of 

these mathematical concepts.  

  

SCIENCE  

During the year, the girls will learn about animals 

(including humans), plants, materials and living things 

and their habitats.  Girls will be encouraged to 

participate in hands on, practical scientific exploration.  

They will use observation, secondary resources and 

investigations to further their understanding of the 

topics covered.   

HISTORY  

Throughout the year, the girls will be finding out about 

significant events and people from the past.  They will 

be provided with a range of different ways to explore 

and find out information.  We will be learning about 
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Alexander Graham Bell, The Gunpowder Plot, Rosa 

Parks, The Great Exhibition, World War 2 and traditions 

and customs.  

GEOGRAPHY   

We cover a range of geographical concepts throughout 

the year in Form II.  The girls will consolidate their 

understanding about continents and oceans and will 

complete research using atlases and the internet to find 

out about different places around the world.   We learn 

about where food comes from and where different 

animals live.  

RS  

We will be learning about a range of different faiths and 

cultures.  There will be a focus on learning through 

stories.  We will learn about different festivals and 

places of worship.  If you would like to talk to your daughter’s class about your religion, please do not 
hesitate to contact Mrs Smith.  

  

FRENCH   

 French will continue to be taught in one weekly session. 

The aim, at this stage is to introduce the girls to this 

language in a motivating way, so that they gain sufficient 

confidence to communicate simple French phrases in 

everyday situations.  The girls follow La Jolie Ronde 

course which concentrates on involving the children in 

active learning.  This is achieved through role play, songs 

and games.  The girls are taught vocabulary appropriate 

to their age and knowledge and understanding of the 

world in a variety of interesting and authentic contexts.  

In Form II the girls are given their first French Activity 

Book to complement the speaking and listening work.  
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION  

The girls will have at least two P.E. lessons each week 

with both indoor and outdoor activities being included in 

the provision. The girls are expected to dress and undress 

by themselves and, by now, your daughter should be 

proficient at doing up / undoing buttons, zips, shoelaces 

and buckles etc. Changing time is part of the allocated 

lesson time and those girls who are excessively slow at 

changing reduce the amount of P.E. time for everyone 

else!  

Some of the school P.E. bags have exceptionally long 

drawstrings resulting in the bags dragging on the floor 

beneath the pegs, creating a dangerous tripping hazard.  

It would be helpful if parents could shorten excessively 

long strings, perhaps by tying a strategically placed knot!  

P.E. bags should be named on the outside with clear 

embroidered white lettering.  

  

 In the Summer Term, Form II will begin 

weekly Swimming lessons on Friday 

mornings at Cheam Leisure Centre.    
  

  

  

  

  

MUSIC  

The girls enjoy a one-hour Music lesson each 

week focusing on singing and music making 

and appreciation. They will continue to play 

the ocarina and, later, will begin playing the recorder.  

Recorders are on sale through the School Office.  
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 If your daughter is learning to play any instrument with one 

of our peripatetic music teachers, please ensure that she 

has her instrument and music in school on the 

appropriate day.  Regular practice between lessons will 

be expected.  

  HOMEWORK  

The girls will be given a range of different homework, 

focusing on Maths and English and occasionally topic 

work.  Each term a homework timetable will be sent 

home as the frequency of homework changes 

throughout the year.  When you attend the Autumn get 

together, Mrs Smith will explain the homework and 

expectations to you in more detail. Optional homework 

will also be set during the holidays. 
  

  ASSESSMENT  

  We shall monitor the progress of all girls in Form II, as in 

all other year groups, through regular and ongoing 

means.  Assessments, both informal and formal, will be 

used at various stages in the school year.   
  

  

We are very much looking forward to seeing 

you all in September!  


